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9th September 2020 

Via e-mail: NAVpolicy@ofwat.gov.uk 

Dear Ofwat, 

Re: Consultation on bulk charges for New Appointments and Variations 
(NAVs) 

I am writing to you on behalf of independent Water Networks Limited (“IWNL”), 
part of the BUUK Infrastructure Group of companies, in response to Ofwat’s 
July 2020 consultation regarding the bulk charges for New Appointments and 
Variations. I can confirm that this response is not confidential.  

We welcome Ofwat’s review of the transparency and inconsistencies in the 
calculation of bulk charges and the recognition that NAVs are currently exposed 
to large unpredictable variations in margins. Ofwat’s consulting objective on 
applying best practice in the cost-reflective calculation of bulk charges is a 
critical step forward in resolving these charging inconsistencies. 

IWNL has carried out significant engagement with and challenge of incumbents 
in how they have set their NAV bulk supply charges. We agree that some 
incumbents have improved their performance in the setting of charges for 
2020/21.  

However, these limited improvements do not go far enough. IWNL remains 
deeply concerned by the outcomes of CEPA’s review of bulk charges for NAVs. 
CEPA have identified a significant and material number of occurrences (both 
current and historic) where incumbents have not followed Ofwat’s 2018 
guidance on setting the bulk supply charging arrangements: 

1. Many incumbent companies do not calculate a capital cost-related
deduction when setting their NAV tariffs after April 2018;

2. There is a wide variation in the level (if any) of avoided (indirect) costs
allocated;

3. Variations in the choice of start point for NAV bulk supply tariffs;
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4. There are major differences across the sector in the level of the
ongoing operating costs included in the avoided cost calculation, and
the basis on which these are estimated;

5. Several companies may not have considered different costs drivers for
on-site ongoing operating costs; and

6. Several companies do not appear to account for leakage in their NAV
bulk supply calculations.

The CEPA report is an important step and clarification of the issues that still 
need to be addressed. It also shows that incumbents are not willing, under the 
current regulatory framework (despite the two years they have had to 
implement) to develop a fair and cost reflective set of NAV bulk supply charges. 

The continued and historic incorrect setting of charges is a significant market 
distortion and acts as a significant barrier to entry.  

IWNL are also concerned that the lack of transparency of information used 
means a NAV has difficulty in identifying individual incumbent breaches against 
the current Ofwat 2018 guidance. CEPA recognise that without further 
information being made available to NAVs this situation will continue. Where 
failure to follow the methodology has occurred, we would expect Ofwat to take 
enforcement action where they can or compel an incumbent to make 
information available so that a NAV can bring a determination.  

The CEPA proposals are a helpful starting point in identifying the areas that 
require further improvement in the setting of incumbents NAV charges.  

However, we have identified several areas where CEPA analysis is not 
complete and our analysis shows a gap between 2020/21 incumbent NAV 
tariffs and our view of correct application of the Ofwat methodology equivalent 
to an average of an additional 12% margin. We have commented in our 
responses to the Ofwat consultation questions where we have identified further 
areas of shortfall. This gap is also driven in part because the costs of an equally 
efficient downstream operator are not those incurred by incumbent itself, but 
what the incumbents own notional downstream NAV would face. This is a well 
established principle of UK and EU competition law that we suspect is not 
correctly applied by all incumbents and results in NAV margins being squeezed. 

The margin squeeze is further illustrated by CEPA’s comparison of margins with 
other utilities which show that NAV margins remain low in water. The 
experience of our parent company BUUK Infrastructure in these other utility 
markets showed that it took considerable time to establish fair margins and, in 
the end, it took direct action from the regulator to resolve. 

Given the importance of this market distortion, the time taken for the limited 
amount of existing change to come about and the number of issues that CEPA 
have identified, it is IWNL’s view that Ofwat should introduce a set of charging 
rules within the incumbents licencing arrangement. We recognise that it may 
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not be possible to do this in time for the setting of 2021/22 charges and 
therefore we suggest Ofwat update their existing charging guidance in the 
meantime. IWNL would be pleased to work with Ofwat and incumbents to 
achieve this but, given the continued level of issues, do not think that this can 
realistically be achieved through an industry forum alone.  
 
We have provided responses to Ofwat’s consultation questions in Appendix 1. 
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any further questions.  

 
Kind regards 

 
Keith Hutton 
Regulation Director (Heat, Fibre and Water) 
BUUK Infrastructure 
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Appendix 1  
 
 
Q1: Do you agree with our proposed approach to weighted average 
tariffs? 
 
IWNL agree that the use of weighted (according to the mix of household and 
non-household) average tariffs remains appropriate when incumbents set their 
NAV charges. Although this will increase the complexity of calculating the tariff 
to be applied to each site it is recognised that this will enable better cost 
reflectivity. However, it remains vital that a NAV can calculate their site-specific 
tariff from published information without any requirement to refer to the 
incumbent. 
 
Q2: Do you agree that large user tariffs should not be offered for new NAV 
sites? What should the approach be to existing sites? 
 
IWNL do not currently agree that large user tariffs should not be offered for 
new NAV sites. For simplicity and in principle IWNL would agree that there 
should be a single set of charges that are applicable to all NAV sites. However, 
currently there remains a significant anomaly that for several incumbents the 
Non-HouseHold (NHH) wholesale tariff is cheaper (depending on the number 
of plots on the new connection site) than the proposed NAV tariffs. Despite 
significant engagement with incumbent water companies IWNL have not been 
able to establish a viable economic reason why this should be the case. The 
primary explanation from incumbent water companies is that the sites are not 
comparable. We do not accept this and in fact would maintain that the 
incumbent has significantly more avoided costs for a NAV site than a typical 
NHH site. Many incumbents proposed that a NAV could continue to pick either 
the relevant large user tariff or the NAV tariff whilst they reviewed their tariff 
structures. However, some incumbents (2020/21 tariffs) are yet to resolve this 
issue.  Until this tariff inconsistency is resolved NAVs should continue to be able 
to choose to be charged under a large user tariff.   
 
Potable water.  
 
Under current tariffs (2020/21), three incumbent water companies (Affinity, 
Anglian Water and South West water) have set their NAV potable water bulk 
supply charges to be always1 higher than the non-household tariff. This is 
illustrated in charts 1, 2 and 3 below. During 2019 we engaged with five 
incumbent water companies (Anglian Water, Severn Trent, Southern Water, 
Thames Water and United Utilities) to understand better their NAV charges and 
to raise our concerns with their charging structures.  
 
One of the concerns raised was the level of NAV bulk supply charges relative 
to the large user tariff. We welcome that two companies (Thames Water and 
Southern Water) have now completely removed this inconsistency. Severn 

 
1 The Anglian Hartlepool NAV bulk supply charge is lower than the large user tariff for very large sites 
but is only available in a limited geographical region.  
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Trent have made some changes to their NAV tariff structure to better reflect the 
actual costs of NAVs although we are unable to confirm whether this is 
completely resolved. Anglian Water maintain that the costs underlying the large 
user tariff are not directly comparable to the NAV bulk supply costs. We do not 
accept this argument.  
 

 
Chart 1 – Anglian potable water published (2020/21) tariff comparison. 

 
 

 
Chart 2 – Affinity East2 potable water published (2020/21) Tariff comparison. 

 

 
2 Affinity also have a central and South East zone bulk supply charges. These are also always worse 
than the large user tariff.   
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Chart 3 – South West potable water published (2020/21) Tariff comparison. 

 
Six incumbent water companies (Bristol, Northumbrian, Severn Trent, United 
Utilities, Yorkshire and Wessex Water) offer NAV bulk supply tariffs that are 
sometimes worse (for large new connection sites) than their large user tariffs. 
Chart 4 shows an illustrative example of this for Yorkshire Water. We recognise 
that this could be a function of incumbent water companies providing a single 
flat NAV tariff. However, there remains significant variation in the number of 
plots (500 Bristol to 3000 Wessex water) where the NAV bulk supply tariff 
becomes less attractive than the non-household tariff. We recognise that this is 
caused by trying to balance ease of use of the published tariffs and their cost 
reflectivity but are concerned that the NAV tariff may not accurately reflect the 
total costs incurred by an incumbent water company.  
 

 
Chart 4 – Yorkshire potable water published (2020/21) tariffs. 

 
Wastewater 
 
Under current tariffs (2020/21), three incumbent water companies (Anglian 
Water, Severn Trent and south West water (including surface water) have set 
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their NAV bulk supply charges to be always3 higher than the non-household 
tariff. This is illustrated in charts 5, 6 and 7 below. 
 

 
Chart 5 – Anglian waste-water published (2020/21) tariffs. 

 

 
Chart 6 – Severn Trent waste-water published (2020/21) tariffs. 

 
3 The Anglian Hartlepool NAV bulk supply charge is lower than the large user tariff for very large sites 
but is only available in a limited geographical region.  
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Chart 7 – South West waste-water published (2020/21) tariffs. 

 
IWNL also note that South West water NAV bulk supply charges including and 
excluding surface water are inconsistent relative to the large user tariffs for a 
NAV. We are unclear why a NAVs charges including surface water would also 
be worse than a large user tariff.   
 
Q3: Do you agree that incumbents should use bottom-up approaches to 
estimate costs, or would more granular accounting segmentation be more 
appropriate?  
 
IWNL have spent considerable time over the last 4 years trying to understand 
the basis that incumbents have used to set their NAV bulk supply charges. As 
the CEPA report identifies it is not possible, given publicly available information 
alone, for a NAV to verify that the NAV charges are an accurate reflection of an 
incumbent’s avoided costs. Until this information is made available, or an 
agreed common detailed charging methodology is applied, this problem will 
remain. IWNL would prefer a common charging methodology to be developed 
but given the expected time taken to develop this, we would expect incumbents 
to make available their bottom-up cost models and associated allocation 
methodologies.  
 
It is a well established principle of UK and EU competition law that the costs to 
be considered are not the costs of the incumbent but should be of the 
incumbents own notional downstream NAV. We suspect this is not correctly 
applied by all incumbents and results in NAV margins being squeezed. 
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Q4: Do you agree with CEPA’s list of common avoided costs or should 
additional items be included? Should we incorporate this list in our 
guidance? 
 
IWNL agree that identifying and agreeing a list of avoided direct costs is an 
important step in clarifying how incumbents should set their NAV bulk supply 
tariffs. The CEPA list of common avoided direct costs in appendix B is a good 
starting point but there are some additional costs that we feel should be 
included. These are: 
 

 site specific network business rates;  

 Network flushing costs during construction, where new homes are not 
occupied but a NAV is charged for this use of water through the 
incumbent’s bulk meter  

This finalised list should be included in future Ofwat guidance. 
 
We also note that in CEPAs analysis of top down cost allocation methodologies 
incumbents have continued to include income treated as negative income. 
NAVs do not have access to these income activities and leaving this adjustment 
in is artificially reducing incumbents’ notional costs. 
 
Q5: Do you agree with our proposed treatment of indirect costs? 
 
IWNL agree with Ofwat’s recommendation that indirect costs should be 
included in incumbent’s estimation of avoided costs. It is unacceptable that 
some incumbents still have not recognised indirect costs at all in their analysis 
even if it was not explicitly recognised in Ofwat’s guidance. This issue remains 
a significant barrier to a NAV successfully competing against an incumbent.   
 
IWNL also agree with CEPA’s analysis that only including Indirect costs that are 
identified as common costs is the minimum requirement for inclusion in the NAV 
bulk supply tariff. We believe that there is an element of avoided costs even 
when they are a single indivisible service within a business. Just because they 
are difficult to identify does not mean that they should not be allowed for. This 
may require indirect costs to be allocated on a top down methodology based 
on a predetermined sharing factor (for example as used when setting cost 
allocations for the retail market).   
 
An appropriate allocation of scalable indirect costs includes licence fees, audit, 
insurance, IT, HR and general management. Given that this remains an 
ongoing issue a finalised list should also be included in Ofwat’s guidance. This 
guidance needs to be issued in time for the setting of NAV charges for 2020/21.  
 
Q6: Do you agree with our proposed approach to capital maintenance 
and replacement expenditure? 
 
We agree with Ofwat’s proposal that there should be a common methodology 
for assessing capital maintenance and replacement based on a bottom up 
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actual cost basis. For simplicity, these costs need to represent the long-term 
average.  
 
Q7: Do you agree with our proposed approach to the income offset for 
Welsh incumbents?  
 
Ideally and for simplicity, the charging methodology and guidance for setting 
NAV tariffs would be consistent between English and Welsh incumbent water 
companies. Due to differences in regional strategies, we recognise that this is 
not necessarily in the direct control of Ofwat. We would therefore see the 
proposal, to continue to require Welsh companies to continue to allow for a rate 
of return on assets and capital maintenance costs for end customer (not 
developer) funded on site assets, as pragmatic.     
 
Q8: Do you have other comments on the rate of return with respect to 
English incumbents? 
 
IWNL remained concerned that CEPA have identified a number of instances 
where incumbents have not followed the Ofwat NAV charging guidance. “Our 
assessment has found that many incumbent companies do not calculate a 
capital cost-related deduction when setting their NAV tariffs after April 2018 
because they state that the income offset is already reflected elsewhere in their 
bulk supply agreements or an income offset is not offered to developers. In the 
case of companies that apply a WACC and depreciation component to their 
NAV bulk supply tariff calculation, it is unclear whether this is because the 
“income offset” has not yet been reflected in other parts of their bulk supply 
agreements.4” This argument does not hold where the income offset does not 
fully fund the onsite development network costs. We would expect Ofwat to take 
corrective action where this has been identified.  
 
When setting the NAV tariffs incumbents are required to ensure that they allow 
an “equally efficient” downstream operator to cover the downstream costs and 
earn a reasonable margin. As CEPA identify, without a rate of return element 
being provided through a WACC that is applied to an incumbent’s avoided on-
site assets, an equally efficient NAV would earn no profit margin other than on 
the construction cost element. This outcome cannot meet the test of an equally 
efficient operator. Given the four options identified by CEPA to overcome this 
inconsistency: 
 

 A return in the form of an operating margin  

 A return on risk capital employed – over and above working capital. 

 A risk premium on on-site infrastructure – e.g. return above the risk free 
rate element of the WACC. 

 
4 Page 37 – CEPA “Bulk Charges for New Appointments and Variations (NAVs) 
Regime in the Water Industry in England and Wales” 6 April 2020 
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 A deduction for avoided indirect capital costs over the long run  

For simplicity it remains our position that NAVs should be allowed a sufficient 
return in the form of an operating margin. This return should be set at least at 
the regulated cost of capital and there remain strong arguments (in terms of 
facilitation of competition and innovation) for an additional uplift to be applied.  
 
Q9: Should our guidance explicitly state that bulk charges should not 
financially penalise NAVs for promoting greater water efficiency?  
 
Yes, we agree that NAVs should not be penalised for promoting greater water 
efficiency.  
 
Q10: Do you agree with the principle that NAVs should have discounted 
charges if they deliver sustained lower per capita consumption (and 
similarly improved outcomes with respect to rainwater volumes and 
sustainable drainage) based on avoided costs or environmental impact 
mitigated?   
 
Yes, we agree with the principle that NAVs should have discounted charges for 
delivering a lower per capita consumption. We note that a number of 
incumbents have been given an individual incentive to increase water efficiency 
in the PR19. It therefore seems appropriate that a benchmark incentive rate of 
(up to £0.787 per litre per person per day) should be used to offer a discount to 
the NAV bulk supply tariff for achieving a real reduction in customer 
consumption.  
 
Q11: Do you have other comments you wish to make regarding the 
methodological issues set out in CEPA’s report? 
 
We welcome the CEPA report and the detailed analysis that they have 
provided. However, we are concerned that  considerable time has already 
elapsed (more than 3 years since the start of the Frontier Economics 
investigation) and efforts to try to resolve the lack of cost reflectivity and 
inconsistency of incumbent’s approach to setting NAV tariffs. The CEPA report 
identifies that significant incumbent failures have occurred with regards to the 
application of the Ofwat methodology used to set and publish NAV charges:  
 

1. Variations in the choice of start point for NAV bulk supply tariffs. The 
majority but not all of the companies use their published wholesale 
tariffs as the starting point for calculating NAV bulk supply tariffs. 

2. There are major differences across the sector in the level of the 
ongoing operating costs included in the avoided cost calculation, and 
the basis on which these are estimated. 

3. Several companies have not considered different costs drivers for on-
site ongoing operating costs. 
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4. Several companies do not appear to account for leakage in their NAV 
bulk supply calculations  

5. There is a wide variation in the level of avoided (indirect costs) 
allocated and it is not always clear on how costs have been calculated.  

6. Many incumbent companies do not calculate a capital cost-related 
deduction when setting their NAV tariffs after April 2018 

It is not possible for IWNL, or another NAV, to identify these occurrences for 
individual incumbents and therefore where failure has occurred, we would 
expect Ofwat to take corrective actions, and enforcement. If they are prevented 
from doing this due to the current licensing arrangements, we would expect 
Ofwat to make all of the company specific information available so that NAVs 
could raise determinations themselves.  
 
We welcome CEPAs work to fully document the list of direct costs avoided on 
NAV sites in appendix B. It is important to recognise that when setting NAV bulk 
supply tariffs incumbents, under competition law, are required to ensure that 
there is a sufficient margin between the bulk supply and ATW charges for the 
incumbents own notional downstream NAV to cover its costs and make a 
reasonable margin.  
 
For several identified direct services, pumping station operation, incident 
response and water sampling, it is not possible for an efficient NAV to match 
an incumbent’s costs because of external factors. For example, advantages 
due to scale of operation, different regulatory standards and or different 
business processes driven by regulatory requirements will mean that a NAV 
cannot match an incumbent actual cost. Where these cost advantages cannot 
be realised by NAVs we expect incumbents to either provide access to their 
service on equitable terms or to adjust the NAV tariff based on the requirement 
to consider the costs of the incumbents own notional downstream NAV, rather 
than base the adjustment on the incumbent marginal costs, in accordance with 
UK competition law. 
 
Ofwat have previously issued clear guidance on this key point.  Ofwat 
recognised incumbents’ benefit from their previous monopoly position, with a 
large portfolio of assets in a defined geographic area.  Ofwat suggested 
incumbents offer a range of services to NAVs.  All water companies ignored 
this suggestion and chose not to publish a basket of charges, as suggested by 
Ofwat.  IWNL then spent considerable time requesting specific services from 
individual water companies.  In general, they refused to offer the services.  At 
best some engaged in prolonged discussion with no tangible outcome.  This 
exacerbates the problem for a NAV in trying to compete.  NAVs are still subject 
to margin squeeze, along with a lack of visibility of how incumbents arrive at 
their NAV wholesale charges.  The NAV then has to cover all on-going costs 
with a limited number of assets in each incumbent area.  Whilst a NAV can 
request services from the same supply chain that the incumbents use, they do 
not access the same level of cost.   
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The obvious solution is for incumbents to follow previous Ofwat guidance and 
proactively offer services to NAVs.  If they choose not to do so, they need to 
adjust their NAV wholesale charges to allow sufficient margin for a NAV to 
operate and make a reasonable profit.  This cost adjustment must be the cost 
incurred by the NAV, not the cost incurred by the incumbent to deliver the same 
service, which is heavily discounted to reflect the dominance in their area.  
Incumbents need to either provide services or adjust their NAV charges.  
Currently they chose to do neither.  IWNL believe a common charging 
methodology needs to be introduced, with immediate and clear guidance in the 
interim, as the incumbents have ignored previous guidance and effectively 
apply margin squeeze.   
 
We also welcome CEPA’s initial review of the level of margins available to NAVs 
in the water utility market compared to other utilities. We recognise that there 
are issues in comparing these markets but do not accept that the low margins 
in water are solely because of differences to the comparators. It took significant 
time in the other utility markets to break down the barriers to the setting of fair 
charges and in the end required regulator intervention. We would also note that 
the process to set these charges is conducted under an independent 
administrator.  
 
Q12: What are your views on how changes to bulk charges for NAVs 
might best be implemented? 
 
IWNL believe that incumbents have already had more than sufficient time to 
introduce fair and cost reflective NAV bulk charges. IWNL has carried a 
significant engagement and challenge process with incumbents to try to 
establish a fair basis for setting NAV bulk supply charges. We wrote to all 
incumbents (August 2018) on the back of Frontier Economics report (October 
2017) and Ofwat’s original NAV bulk supply charges guidance (May 2018) 
requesting clarification of when charges will be published and the methodology 
to be applied. The quality and completeness of responses were varied, with 
some incumbents failing to engage. This was illustrated by some incumbents 
failing to publish charges for 2019/20 by April 2019 as required by Ofwat. IWNL 
carried out further engagement with 5 incumbent companies during 2019 to 
better understand their charges and raise our concerns in detail. Although we 
have received a positive response in the main from these incumbents and we 
have seen some improvements in the 2020/21 charging process, we are very 
concerned that issues and inconsistencies identified by CEPA still remain. We 
do not agree with Ofwat’s assessment that the CEPA report shows that 
incumbent water companies “have published bulk supply charges largely 
consistent with our guidance”.  
 
Incumbents generally provide a poor service to NAVs in the publication of 
relevant charges due to the late publication of charges, a lack of proper 
consultation and poor level of detail and explanation. This also causes 
significant issues to NAVs in the setting of their wholesale and Retail charges 
if incumbents have not published their NAV specific charges by the end of 
January. The current regulatory framework is not working, and further change 
is required. We believe that the only way forward that will provide confidence 
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that incumbents will provide a reasonable service to their NAV customers in the 
publication of charges is through the introduction of charging rules so that Ofwat 
can enforce against any further breaches.   
 
It is recognised that it may take more time than is available to introduce the 
necessary licence changes for the setting of 2021/22 charges and an interim 
update to Ofwat guidance will be required. We remain hopeful that all 
incumbents will respond positively to the CEPA report, but their historic 
performance does not provide a strong indication of this.  




